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Model for Mother Renee,
Jerald Jacquard,
on view in Jerald Jacquard’s Creative Process:
Sculpture Projects 1999-2009
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from the director…
Sculpture: on and off the pedestal

Jerald Jacquard, whose work will be featured in an exhibition
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this fall, retired in 2000 as the head of the sculpture program at
Indiana University School of Fine Arts. He began his career in an
era when the process of making sculpture began with the artist
conceiving of an idea and sketching it out, carving or modeling
the proposed sculpture, and then constructing it by welding or
some other form of assembly. In the present era, the process is
often to conceive of an idea and then order the parts from a
remote fabricator. Perhaps Jenny Holzer’s evanescent flickering
lights in her LEDs are the ultimate anti-matter sculpture.
Jacquard’s work is largely constructivist, adding together
disparate elements with suggestions of both analytical and
synthetic cubism, and sometimes surrealism—the big themes of
20th century art. His work from the past ten years, which extends a life of bounteous invention and even more
bounteous production, is perhaps the most personal as well as the most anti-gravity.
Sculpture seems to be an ongoing theme of late. Last spring, Professor John Fillwalk led a group of students
in a 3-D laser scanning project involving several sculptures from the collection. The eventual upshot of this new
technology is to explore suggestions of the context from which these sculptures have been removed. For example,
the Late Gothic Virgin and Child on a Crescent Moon from southern Germany was conceived to be seen from an
arc of about 45 degrees from either side of the front center. The angles from which to approach this sculpture
are best from below, where the Christ child addresses his devotees majestically, or from where the Virgin gently
inclines her head. Mounted in a shallow enclosure, the Virgin and Child must have had a commanding presence,
probably high up on the wall or column. Since we can only approximate that setting here in the museum, we
anticipate that technology may be of enormous value to communicate an understanding the original intentions.
As to Jacquard, his work will be presented in maquettes, a French word for model. For sculptors through the
ages, being able to present clients with scale models of intended monuments was a practical necessity. Jacquard
is a master, able to convey the monumental scale of his work—sometimes sculptures twenty feet tall—in models
less than a foot high. Jacquard has also generously agreed to share a number of his working drawings for these
works, allowing us to attempt to grasp his creative process. 							
											
— Peter F. Blume
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Fridays • 3:30 - 4:30 pm

Calming Space

for thoughtful meditation in the museum
A dedicated calm, quiet space is available in the museum near the
Amidha Buddha on the mezzanine from 3:30 to 4:30 pm every
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Friday during the semester. This self-directed experience is a
wonderful way to start your weekend. You can find free
downloadable relaxation MP3s for your computer, IPOD
or other devices at:
Detail, Amida Buddha, Japanese, 1680, Lent by David T. Owsley

www.bsu.edu/students/cpsc/stress or www.bsu.edu/workingwell
Note: Occasional evening events may limit access.
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In partnership with Ball State University Working Well

On view September 18 through December 13, 2009

Jerald Jacquard’s
Creative Process: Sculpture Projects		
While a great deal of thought goes into the installation of every exhibition at the Ball State University
Museum of Art, Director Peter Blume hopes visitors are more aware of what is behind the installation of
Jerald Jacquard’s Creative Process: Sculpture Projects. That’s because it is deliberately staged to reveal the
artistic process and capture the informality of the artist’s studio.
“Jacquard is the consummate model maker, and the process is fascinating,” said Blume. “He thinks things
through from his early drawings into the creation of a maquette (scale model), which might be just eight
inches high, and from there makes a sculpture which might be seventy feet tall.”
Featuring works from the past 10 years, the exhibition will include preliminary drawings of sculptures
as Jacquard imagined them long before they were constructed, as well as scale models set on tabletops and
surrounded by miniature landscapes, much the way they would be found in his Bloomington, Indiana studio.
Jacquard’s works are often set in natural environments and frequently feature strategic placement of holes
where rain and snow can pass through, and elements that move as the wind passes by. He is Professor Emeritus
of Sculpture at the Henry Radford Hope School of Fine Arts at Indiana University. He received a Guggenheim
Fellowship for monumental sculpture and a Fulbright Scholarship to study bronze casting in Florence.
Jacquard has staged 12 one-man exhibitions over his 40-year career. His work can be found in the permanent
collections of museums such as the Kresge Art Museum at Michigan State University, the Kalamazoo Institute
of Art and the Indianapolis Museum of Art, as well as White River State Park, Indianapolis.

Model for the Last Kiss, 2000, Jerald Jacquard,
on view in Jerald Jacquard’s Creative Process:
Sculpture Projects

Model for She Table, 2004, Jerald Jacquard,
on view in Jerald Jacquard’s Creative Process:
Sculpture Projects
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CALENDAR of EVENTS
fall
september
october
2

wednesday • Noon
Expert Art: Chocolate Heritage of the Americas

3

Chocolate was widely used in Central America at the
time of initial Spanish contact and spread globally
between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Food geographer Lou Griveti, Professor Emeritus,
Department of Nutrition, University of California Davis,
will discuss the introduction of chocolate into California
during the Mission Period and will examine chocolate
use during the Gold Rush Era. The presentation will
conclude with information on how chocolate spread
throughout Africa, Asia and Europe.
Introduction by Assistant Professor Deanna Pucciarelli.

Ball State University Museum of Art will be showing
off its Cardinal Pride! Support us as we parade with more
than 100 university and community groups.

In partnership with Ball State University Family
and Consumer Sciences
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monday

Museum closed for Labor Day observance

9

wednesday • Noon
Alliance Luncheon & Program*
Art and Laughter in the Museum
Laughter Yoga Instructor, Sarah Lyttle, and Curator of
Education, Tania Said, will provide an overview of this
summer’s “Mirth in the Museum” program, including
humorous art on view in the Ball State University
Museum of Art.
Prospective Alliance members free;
Alliance members $10 plus $5 for lunch. *
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thursday • 5 - 7 pm
Exhibiton Opening Preview:

Jerald Jacquard’s Creative Process:
Sculpture Projects

saturday • 9:30 am
Ball State University Homecoming Parade
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tuesday • Noon
Art High at Noon: Chinese Terracotta
View recent gifts of Chinese terra cotta sculpture, a
Northern Qi Dynasty horse (550-577 CE) and a Qi
Dynasty ox card (479-501 CE), with a museum docent.

14 wednesday

Alliance Luncheon & Program*
Why Nok: A Glimpse at the Ancient Art
of West Africa
Kirstin Krause Gotway,
Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis
West Africa is a diverse region that extends from the
southern Sahara to Cameroon and from the Atlantic
Ocean to Lake Chad. This lecture will focus on the art
of the Nok, the Ife, and the Yoruba.
Prospective Alliance members free;
Alliance members $10 plus $5 for lunch. *
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sunday • 2:30 pm
First Person: Jerald Jacquard Seen, Unseen
Ideas and feelings as artistic inspiration are explained
by artist Jerald Jacquard in terms of his work on view
in the current special exhibition.

20 tuesday • Noon
Art High at Noon: Works on Paper
View selected works on paper with a museum docent

LEFT: Met Her At The Met, 1989, Jerald Jacquard,

on view in Jerald Jacquard’s Creative Process:
Sculpture Projects

righT: Acrobats, 1989, Jerald Jacquard,
on view in Jerald Jacquard’s Creative Process:
Sculpture Projects
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sunday • 2:30 pm
First Person: Portrait of Lee Krasner
In a talk about painter Lee Krasner, Curator of
Education Tania Said discusses the artist in terms of
creativity and her 1965 painting Right Bird Left.
4

• Noon

CALENDAR of EVENTS
fall
november

3 tuesday • Noon
Art High at Noon: Bolotowsky and Stanczak
View Pale Blue Tondo with Red and Yellow (1972)
by Ilya Bolotowsky, and Sleeping Light (1972) by
Julian Stanczak, with a museum docent.
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thursday • 5 pm
Petty Memorial Lecture
Sunshine and Shadow:
Winslow Homer’s Nervous Nostalgia in the 1870s
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Presented by Dr. Sarah Burns,
the Ruth N. Hall Professor of Fine Arts in the
department of History of Art, Indiana University

Visit SOFA: The International Exposition of Sculpture
Objects and Functional Art at Navy Pier’s Festival Hall.
See the work of some of the best artists from all over
the world. Ann Johnson will be your guide.

Free reception follows the lecture.
Make dinner reservations today.
$40 for Friends members and $48 for non-members.
Call (765) 285-5242 or visit www.bsu.edu/artmuseum
for more information

saturday
Coach Trip to Chicago

$150 for museum members; $165 for nonmembers.
Price includes admission to the show, roundtrip coach
transportation, breakfast, lunch at the Riva Restaurant
on Navy Pier, and a snack on the return trip.
For more information call 765-285-5242
or visit www.bsu.edu/artmuseum/bustours.
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wednesday • Noon
Alliance Luncheon & Program*
A Tale of Four Photographs: History and
Memory in African American Portraiture

17

tuesday • Noon
Art High at Noon: Ramberg and Shapiro

View Schizophrenic Discovery (1977) by Christina Ramberg
and Untitled (1984) by Joel Shapiro, with a museum docent.

22 sunday •

2:30 pm

Expert Art: IDEAS09: Arts at the Digital Edge

John Fillwalk, director of the Institute for Digital
Intermedia Arts and Associate Professor of Art,
presents an exploration of the IDEAS exhibition
The challenges of researching African American history featuring digital installations and interactive media
and biography, the afterlife of photographic images,
artwork as part of the International Digital Media
and the rewards of doing art history from “the bottom and Arts Association Conference.
up.”Elizabeth Kuebler Wolf, assistant professor of art
In collaboration with the Center for Media Design
history, University of St. Francis, Fort Wayne .

26-27

thursday - friday

Prospective Alliance members free;
Alliance members $10 plus $5 for lunch. *

Museum closed for Thanksgiving

december
1 tuesday • Noon

9

Art High at Noon: Bronze Sculpture
View Joan of Arc (1915) by Anna Hyatt Huntington
and sculpture by Harriet Whitney Frishmuth with
a museum docent.
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sunday • 2:30 pm
Reel Time: Art’s Start in America
Behind-the-scenes of the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts, the nation’s first art museum and art
school, followed by a look at early American art in
the Ball State University Museum of Art galleries
with a docent.

All programs are free unless otherwise noted.
* The cost to join the Ball State University Museum of Art
Alliance is $15 for Friends members, $40 for non-members.

wednesday • Noon
Alliance Luncheon & Program:* Art to Go
Art to Go: Ball State Museum of Art Online,
presented by Virginia Ball Center for Creative Inquiry
Fellow Beth Dalton and students in her seminar class.
The presentation will focus on the interactive benefits
of the multimedia site.
Prospective Alliance members free;
Alliance members $10 plus $5 for lunch. *
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friday • 5 - 7 pm
Friday with Friends
Enjoy the elegance of the Museum of Art with music,
hors d’oeuvres, and cash bar.

24-25 thursday - friday
Museum closed for Christmas
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chemistry of artists’ pigments
A Little Light, A Lot of Illumination
A

Patricia L. Lang,
Professor of Chemistry

rt majors and chemistry majors in the same course? Professor of Chemistry
Patricia Lang brought equal numbers of each together in spring 2009 when she taught
her dream course, “The Chemistry of Artists’ Pigments.” The course bridged the gap
between the arts and sciences by helping students develop an understanding of light
and color; the structural features of pigments; the preparation and properties of
artists’ colors used throughout time on manuscripts, paintings, and other artifacts;
and the use of modern analytical instrumentation to study art.
Students experienced a truly immersive learning experience as they applied their
knowledge of chemistry and art to the analysis of paints on the polychrome wooden
sculpture Male Saint, housed in the Ball State University Museum of Art. Male Saint is
a six-foot-tall wooden sculpture from Germany, dated around the second half of the
15th century and attributed to sculptor Hans Multscher.

Using scalpels, microscope slides, a flashlight, and a few
other basic tools, students obtained minute paint samples from
unobtrusive or already deteriorating areas of the sculpture’s
surface. The locations of multiple paint samples and one fiber
were obtained. Infrared and X-ray spectra were obtained on
these samples, allowing the students to identify the chemical
composition of the pigment or paint components.
Students found paints were applied on top of a calcium
carbonate-containing plaster base, a relatively standard practice
for painted sculpture. The blue pigments in the underlining
of the cloak comes from azurite, a naturally occurring mineral
used since the Middle Ages. The red pigment on the cloak
and book binding is red ochre, or iron oxide, a natural mineral
that has been used since ancient times. On top of the red in the
cloak is a more visible gold-colored paint which X-ray analysis
has confirmed is, indeed, gold. Finally, the green on the base was
identified as Emerald green, a copper acetoarsenite.
This pigment was not used until the early 19th century.
Presumably this was a paint applied at a later date. Upon close
examination, we can observe a thin layer of a slightly different
green underneath the Emerald green. This is likely original
paint, but still needs to be sampled and analyzed.
At the base and underneath both layers of paint, students
found linen fibers attached with Hyde glue, a technique
commonly used by Medieval sculptors. The process of covering
wood with linen helps to inhibit changes in the wood over time,
providing a strong support for the polychrome and, in some
cases, texture to the sculpture.
This collaborative effort between the Ball State University
Museum of Art and the Department of Chemistry not only
provided a unique educational experience for the students and
faculty, but the information can help the museum in future
restoration efforts.
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Male Saint,
Circle of Hans Multscher,
German, 1450/1499,
Gift of David T. Owsley via the
Alconda-Owsley Foundation

!

On view November 5 to December 6, 2009

ideas exhibition
T

Seventh annual International Digital

Media and Arts Association Conference,
At the Digital Edge:

Digital Innovations and Challenges
November 5-7 • Ball State University campus.

he Ball State University Museum of Art, in conjunction with
the Center for Media Design, will host an innovative exhibition
of digital installations and interactive media artwork.
The IDEAS exhibition coincides with the seventh annual
International Digital Media and Arts Association Conference,
At the Digital Edge: Digital Innovations and Challenges, to be held
November 5-6 on the Ball State University campus.
Continuing the conference theme, the exhibition will explore
the digital edge by investigating the ways in which digital media
intersects with other art forms and how the digital arts are
contained within their own aesthetic framework.

Coach trip November 7, 2009

museum invites
art lovers to chicago
T

he Ball State University Museum of Art and the Indiana Women of
Achievement Awards Committee invites you to join them November 7
on a day trip to Chicago to visit SOFA: The International Exposition of
Sculpture Objects and Functional Art.
Now in its 16th year, SOFA returns to Navy Pier’s Festival Hall to
present works from 90 international galleries and dealers. The Fair will
also feature special exhibits by internationally renowned museums and
arts organizations, and an extensive lecture series. New this year is
SOLO at SOFA, a special section of the show floor devoted to one-person
solo shows presented by galleries exhibiting at the Fair. SOLO at SOFA
provides an intimate setting for SOFA Chicago dealers to showcase
emerging talent.
Trip participants will enjoy a day viewing beautiful jewelry, striking
sculpture, and phenomenal art glass. The SOFA Lecture Series, features
top museum curators, professional art advisors, artists, collectors, interior
designers, critics and art market journalists who share their professional
and personal experiences in the field.

Chicago skyline and Navy Pier,
2009 location of SOFA:
International Exposition of
Sculpture Objects and Functional Art

The cost for the day is $150 for museum members, $165 for nonmembers,
and includes admission to the show, roundtrip motor coach transportation,
breakfast on the way, lunch at the Chicago Room of the Riva Restaurant
on Navy Pier, and a snack on the return trip home.
Ann Johnson will be the tour guide.
Deadline to register is September 25.
For more information or to register, visit www.bsu.edu/artmuseum/bustours
or call the museum at 765.285.5242.
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Parking in the
McKinley Ave. garage
between Riverside Ave.
& University Ave.

museum hours
monday - friday
9:00 am - 4:30 pm
saturday and sunday
1:30 pm - 4:30 pm
765.285.5242
free admission

ball state university
muncie, in 47306

www.bsu.edu/artmuseum

in this ISSUE
In this issue we’re trying to see things in new ways.
Jerald Jacquard’s Creative Process: Sculpture Projects
asks us to join the artist in the creative process, from
initial imaginings to concrete conceptions. And what
can we learn about art if we look beneath the surface?
Professor of Chemistry Patricia Lang fills us in on the
secrets to be discovered when we approach art from a
scientific standpoint. PLUS…Notes from the Director,
our Calendar of Events, and much more.

new in the galleries…
Anna Hyatt Huntington Joan of Arc
That Anna Hyatt Huntington, whose early sculptures focused almost
exclusively on animals, chose Joan of Arc for her first figurative work
shouldn’t be surprising. Huntington herself was rather unconventional,
working as she did as a female sculptor in the early 1900s.
The first version of Joan of Arc was shown life-size in plaster in 1910 at
the Paris Salon, where it received Honorable Mention. In 1914, New York
City commissioned Anna Hyatt (she was at that time yet unmarried) to
cast Joan of Arc as a public monument. It was the first equestrian statue
made by a woman to be placed in the city, as well as the first New York City
public sculpture memorializing a woman.
Joan of Arc
Anna Hyatt Huntington, American, 1915,
Gift of the Edmund Burke Ball heirs

The bronze reduction in the museum collection was originally owned
by E.B. Ball. It can be found just inside the museum entrance.

